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The market has changed and it has changed in a way that hurts retail
investors. From 2000 to 2008 we had a golden period where both institutional and
retail traders where on a pretty level playing field. We were able to compete side by
side and reap the returns. Then in 2008 we had the GFC and this fundamentally
changed the markets. We have spoken often about the increase in volatility and the
need to change trading strategies but this goes a little further.
With advances in technology and innovation the realm of Expert Advisors
(EA), or basically automated trading has finally come within reach of the normal
person. No longer is it strictly in the realm of the code monkey’s or those who can
afford to hire a programmer. We choose to use Tradeworks to quickly and easily
create EAs. It is a game changer for traders.
In this article we will go through how easy it is for someone with no
programming skill but an idea to create, test and experiment with automated
trading.
Firstly and most importantly this is for any market that you can trade
through MT4. Many people have an aversion to MT4 because it is clunky and
sometimes difficult to use. Tradeworks enables you to create a trading strategy
without ever having to touch MT4. You only need an MT4 account with a service like
AxiTrader. To be able to put this process into perspective we need to first look at
how difficult and expensive the usual process of creating an EA is.

First you have an idea that you think is pretty good. You then have to spend
at least a week manually going through all the charts you intend to trade using the
system. It will be better suited to some than others and you need to find out which.
Additionally you need to do this over a reasonable time period to ensure that your
system is not a one week wonder. So after a week or two you feel that you have
something.
You then search the internet for a programmer to create your EA and this of
course costs you money, usually $500 to $2,000 and takes at least a week. We are
now at almost a month since you first thought of your idea.
Then comes the testing, running the system on a demo account and ensuring
that the coding is working correctly. Only to find that it does not work as well as
you thought, the draw down is terrible and you wouldn’t dare put any real money
on the line.

But you have a slight variation that you are sure will solve the problems and
so you go back to the programmer, giving him some more money to repeat the
process. You are now months since you first thought of your idea and down
hundreds, if not thousands of dollars. Does this sound familiar to any readers?
So now we come to Tradeworks, the revolution for retail traders wanting to
not have to manually trade to simply see if an idea is worth pursuing. This is a
builder’s box and it’s the Algo programming breakthrough we have all been waiting
for.
We start off with the template strategies provided by Tradeworks. These are
strategies provided by Tradeworks or other users. They can make a great base for
building a new system. Alternatively you can create your own strategy from scratch
by pressing the red button at the top of the screen.

When you load into the strategy editor you are presented with the
dashboard. You can name your strategy, in this case ‘example strategy’. Here you
can see the three components that will make up your build. The indicators, the
entry signals and the money management sections.

First we need to decide what indicators we want to use. We select the
‘indicators’ tab and this takes us to the add indicator field.

Here we can select from a wide range of indicators as well as some custom
indicators created by users.

We then name the indicator and select what timeframe we want the indicator
to run on. On this occasion we are using an RSI on a 15 minute chart and are using
the standard RSI settings.

We will then add two moving averages. We will add a 60 period and 8 period
moving average as a trend filter. So we select moving average from the indicator
list but we want it to run on a 1 hour timeframe rather than a 15 minute timeframe.
So we select H1. We then select the type of moving average from the list, in this
case exponential.

After we have saved our indicators in we need to define our entries. We move over
to the entry tab and are presented with the entry formula builder dashboard.

We are making our short or bearish signal first. We select an indicator from
the indicator drop down. These reference the indicators we have saved in our
indicator list in the previous section so make sure you name them accurately.

We then choose what we want to do with this indicator. As we have selected
our fast moving average we want it to be less than the slow moving average, so we
selected ‘less than’.

We then go back to the indicator list and select the 60 period moving
average, creating the 8ema<60ema condition.

But that is not the only condition, we also want to include the RSI into the
entry condition. So we press the ‘join’ button which gives us the join options. In
this case we want everything to match at the same time so we select ‘and’.

It’s then back to the indicator drop down to select the RSI. We plan to enter
when the RSI crosses from above over bought (above 80) as price falls. So from
the dropdown menu we select ‘crosses from above to below’.

We need to set at what level we thinks over bought is, so we press the
‘amount’ button and are able to input 80. This means that when the 8ema is below
the 60ema and the RSI crosses from above 80 to below 80 we will get an entry
signal and a trade will be taken.

We do the same thing with the long signal by making a new entry condition
and simply flicking the trade type over to bull signal.

We then input the conditions in the same way selecting 8ema above 60ema
and the RSI crossing from below 20.

We now go to the one of the most important sections of the build. The
money management. We select the money management tab to bring up the
selections. There are a wide range of things we can select from take profit points,
trailing stops and customer exits. Custom exits work the same way as entry signals
and are built using the same method.

You must have a trade size rule, this will tell the EA who many lots you wish
to trade. You can trade down to 0.01 lots ($1 a pip).

The next thing you must have is a multiple entry signal rule. This will
determine how the algo reacts when a trading signal is generated once the strategy
is already in position. For example, if you are using a flip strategy and want to close
your existing position and initiate new position in opposite direction or, you want to
allow the algo to take extra trades in same direction or to simply close everything
when a reverse signal is triggered.

For this strategy we are looking for a simple stop and take profit system. So
we put in a hard stop of -20 pips. This strategy ignores any additional entry signals
generated once the position has been opened.

And a take profit of 40 pips.

There are many other options including a strategy stop loss where you can
set Tradeworks to turn off your EA when you are sleeping if a certain amount of
capital is lost. This is a great tool for protecting yourself.

Once we have put everything we need in the money management our
strategy looks like this. Indicators, entries and management.

We then move onto the backtest function. With a single click we can bring up
the backtest dashboard. Depending on your level of Tradeworks subscription we
can backtest up to a year’s worth of data. We select the dates, the time frame, our
beginning equity a roughly what our spread for the pair is.

We can then backtest and are given a full report with equity curve. This
particular strategy did not work very well, and this brings us to the most important
aspect of the Tradeworks system. I can now go back and edit all of my conditions.
Perhaps I need to have the moving averages on a 15 min charts the same as the
RSI. Maybe my RSI levels are too wide, maybe I need to move them down to a
70/30 or even a 60/40. Maybe I need to change the values of the moving averages
to make them faster or slower. Maybe I need to add bar conditions or additional
indicators. All these things take 10 seconds to implement and you can then
backtest it again and again until you find something that looks like it will work.
Rather than weeks or months and all for a set monthly subscription.
Then when we have a system that we have tested and which we know will
work well so we go to our strategy page. With a flick of a button we can turn it on
and it will start running on MT4 and execute via AxiTrader.
It’s that simple.

Tradeworks is a game changer for retail traders. It allows us to build and test
ideas instantly and more importantly allows us to easily edit and change and mould
our ideas. We are able to test 20 variations on an idea in minutes, whereas before
it would take weeks of scrolling through charts with spreadsheets open.
Guppytraders uses Tradeworks to test and build trading strategies for our
own use and we wanted to share this with readers.

